discover a new sense of freedom
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Opening bathing
platform

Sliding roof
and side door

Stepping on board the Greenline 39
you cannot help but be amazed
by the feeling of space. The key
elements of Greenline design are
all there - the 360° panoramic view
in the salon, the aft galley, electric
fold-down transom and the spacious
layout which all come together to
create one of the most sociable and
relaxing boats on the market today.
Step on board the Greenline 39 and
discover a new sense of freedom.

Natural light and 360° panoramic
view in the salon
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Adaptive owner’s cabin

Bathroom with a separate
shower accessible from owner’s
cabin and salon

Superb guest cabin
14

GL 39

technical specification

MAIN DECk

Standard Dimensions
Length overall

11,99 m

39’4’’

Beam overall

3,75 m

12’4’’

Draft empty

0,90 m

2’11’’

7.000 kg

15.432 lbs

Displacement empty
Cabins

2 + salon

Max. Berths

4 + 2 opt.

Toilets/washrooms

LOW E R D E C k

Build your own

1

Diesel tank

700 l

184,2 gal

Water tank
Black water tank

400 l

105,67 gal

80 l

21,13 gal

Diesel engines max speed*
220 hp

18 kts

370 hp

25 kts

Diesel max range @ 7kts

1000 Nm

Electric propulsion 48V

10 kW

Generator 48V

7 kW

Electric max speed

6 kts

Electric cruising speed

4 kts

Electric sailing range

20 Nm

Solar roof standard

1200 W

Battery capacity (Li-Po) 48V

11,5 kWh

Battery capacity standard (AGM) 12V

7,2 kWh

CE cat.

B

Design

J&J Design

*max speed lightship, clean hull, calm sea
• For more information and detailed standard specification
please contact your local dealer.

Optional nextGen
hybrid system

Large battery
pack standard

Solar panels
standard

Volvo Penta or
Yanmar engine

Silent eco-navigation

Natural light and 360°
panoramic view
in the salon

City water connection

230 (120) V AC
power at all times

Adaptive
owner’s cabin

Bathroom with a
separate shower
accessible from owner’s
cabin and salon

Twin-access,
high-volume bathroom

Open galley

Sheltered cockpit
and sidewalks

Opening bathing
platform

Cockpit side exit

Cockpit storage

One level
living space
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